
Meeting with representatives of the Music Education Partnership Group – 21 
June 2018 

Attendees: 

John Wallace: Chair of Music Education Partnership Group, Former Principal of the 
Royal Conservatoire Scotland 

Mae Murray: Secretariat to the Music Education Partnership Group, Principal teacher 
Music and Drama Garnock Community Campus North Ayrshire and Committee 
member of the Scottish Association for music education 

Kirk Richardson: Convener of the EIS instrumental music teacher network 

Matthew Chinn:  Interim Head of Junior Conservatoire Music, Royal Conservatoire 
Scotland 

Kenny Christie: Chair of Heads of Instrumental Teaching Scotland, Education 
Support Officer, Dundee City Council

James Dornan MSP (Convener) 

Liz Smith MSP 

Roz Thomson (Committee Clerk) 

Background 

The delegation from the MEPG wrote to the Convener requesting a meeting and 
detailing the nature of its campaign. 

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_Education/General%20Documents/20180507Music_ 
Education_Partnership_Group.pdf 

The Committee has also received letters from EiS, a music teacher and the Heads of 
Instrumental Teaching on the provision of music in education. 

Issues raised during the meeting 

The campaign has been generated from a concern about ‘steep charging’ for music 
in the curriculum. CfE uses the term ‘extended curriculum’ when music is described 
therefore it is part of the overall curriculum. It was suggested music can sometimes 
be perceived as an ‘add-on’. The example of West Lothian moving from free music 
lessons to £354 was cited as an example of the issue. Campaign members 
suggested returns of children who had started lessons in earlier years and new 
starts taking music were both dropping as a result.  

The campaign’s proposal (detailed in the attachment above) seeks to establish an 
affordable rate for music lessons. This seeks to recognise budgetary constraints 
mean that the ideal, free music lessons, is not necessarily deliverable. 

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_Education/General%20Documents/20180507Music_Education_Partnership_Group.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_Education/General%20Documents/20180507Music_Education_Partnership_Group.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/S5_Education/General%20Documents/20180530EIS_letter_re_music_tuition.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/S5_Education/General%20Documents/20180510RONAN_WATSON.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/S5_Education/General%20Documents/20180504Heads_of_Instrumental_Teaching_Scotland.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/S5_Education/General%20Documents/20180504Heads_of_Instrumental_Teaching_Scotland.pdf


The campaign seeks a national agreement as to what the maximum charge would 
be and this would be capped and linked to RPI for any agreed increases. Free 
lessons for those entitled to free school meals or clothing grants is part of the 
proposal. At present there are ’32 different versions of music policy around the 
country’. There was also a suggestion funding could be centrally pooled and then 
distributed. 

Charging towards SQA examinations was raised as an additional financial burden. 
The Scottish Government recommended in 2012 there should be no charge from 
SQA to pupils and their families. One campaign member who is a teacher suggested 
a school in Midlothian had accepted that the school could be charged by SQA and 
the school then charged 137 pupils £280 each. 

Glasgow does not charge for music lessons and the campaign would study such 
local authorities further in pursuing its idea further. It was observed that where there 
are no charges teachers can focus on each child to the extent that they need support 
in bigger classes – teachers can spend longer with ASN pupils for example. Where 
lessons are charged for there is an idea that each child should get the same amount 
of tuition as their parents are paying the same amount of money. 

One of the Committee members highlighted the music industry as a possible source 
of funding as there is a willingness to assist schools. They also suggested the 
possibility of private partnership. 

Campaign members said that a number of lessons as well as music, such as art and 
home economics could also make a strong case for remaining ‘free’. While the 
campaign would prefer free education it recognises that charging has preserved 
music lessons as opposed to music lessons no longer being offered by some 
schools. 

The campaign is currently undertaking a tour of all local authorities meeting authority 
representatives and would make contact with Committee members in their 
constituencies. 

The campaign is also undertaking research including Shetland, Perthshire and 
Possilpark and may add an international comparator to that research. The Campaign 
suggested it would welcome a sponsored debate in Parliament when the research is 
produced. 

 A campaign members who is also a teacher said he had found PEF projects were 
supporting free music lessons to primary pupils who then have to pay to continue 
lessons in secondary schools and as a result a number have not continued. He 
observed three tiers 1) children learning who receive support 2) children with parents 
who can afford to pay 3) a group that is growing in size that falls between categories 
one and two. 



He also observed that private lessons are around £30 each. Local authorities such 
as Clackmannanshire charging £524 a year for group lessons are possibly more 
expensive than receiving one to one private lessons.  

On teacher numbers he suggested 44,000 children did not have access to music 
services due to the reduction in teacher numbers. 

Another member of the campaign commented that the campaign was not solely 
about creating musicians it was about building on the creative element of the 
economy. 

Another member suggested progressive pathways to becoming an accomplished 
musician are increasingly unclear across the local authorities. He gave the example 
that ensembles cannot be created if people are being taught individually. 

Another member highlighted the impact on confidence of young people from her 
experience as a classroom teacher. She has watched children progress from 
refusing to come out of their bedroom or showing antisocial behaviour to developing 
lifelong skills and confidence in ensembles. 

Schools were seeking to provide music in an affordable way, for example plastic 
trombones and trumpets are increasingly used.  

The Campaign agreed to provide figures on the cohorts of pupils taking music in 
each year – these and other statistics are available in survey results and summary 
tables. These do not include services provided through PEF or the YMI, it covers 
music services provided by core funding. 

http://www.improvementservice.org.uk/documents/research/IMS-survey-report-2017.pdf
http://www.improvementservice.org.uk/documents/research/IMS-survey-summary-tables-2017.pdf
http://www.improvementservice.org.uk/documents/research/IMS-survey-summary-tables-2017.pdf

